Centrifugal blowers are widely used in heating, ventilation and air-conditioning to generate high mass flow in compact geometries. Confined configurations imply important interactions between the impeller and the volute casing, which causes acoustic tonal noise. This study is focused on the simulation of the noise propagation into a subsonic centrifugal blower. In this confined domain, integral methods in acoustic reach their limits since they do not take into account reflection and diffraction. Instead, this near-field propagation issue is tackled here by the use of a wave propagation operator such as Linearized Perturbed Compressible Equations (LPCE). First, a simple acoustic source model is proposed. Then, sources are extracted from CFD computations. This two kind of sources are experimented as inputs into the propagation operator. Spatial resolution is enforced by a high order finite volume CAA solver (FV-MLS). The moving parts are taken into account through an innovative sliding-mesh approach.
INTRODUCTION
Centrifugal blowers are widely used in HVAC systems. They have the specificity to produce high mass flow in a relative compactness context. These confined configurations imply important interactions between the impeller and the volute casing. This is a key concern for noise generation in centrifugal fans, which is often dominated by tones at the blade passing frequency and its higher harmonics [Ballesteros-Tajadura et al., 2006] [Younsi et al., 2008] . Due to the increasingly strict environmental restrictions and human comfort requirements, this aerodynamic noise generated by blowers is receiving more research attention, both experimentally and numerically.
This study is focused on the simulation of the noise propagation into a 2D middle slice of a subsonic centrifugal blower. The authors propose to use a hybrid approach which allows to separate the computation of sound propagation from sound generation. In this case, no retro-action is considered, only the acoustic effects do not influence the flow behaviour. These techniques, generally and mostly used in aeroacoustic analogy, are very popular for low Mach number configurations. Indeed, the huge frequency disparities between sound and flow at low Mach number make direct calculation hard to apply. Also, this disparity is large enough to justify hybrid approaches assumptions. Furthermore, considering the hybrid approach, far-field noise is usually obtained by means of integral methods ], [Khelladi et al., 2008] . However, in confined configuration, diffractions, reflections and refraction cannot be neglected. In this situation, integral methods do not benefit any more from analytical formalism on which free and far-field Green's functions assumptions could be applied [Redonnet, 2014] . This is why this near-field propagation issue is treated here by a wave propagation operator such as Linearised Perturbed Compressible Equations (LPCE) [Seo and Moon, 2006] . Acoustic sources are first modelled analytically in one case, before being extracted directly from CFD computations in other cases, to be entered as inputs in the propagation operator. The main contribution of this study is the proposition of a methodology to simulate near-field sound propagation using a high order (4 th ) finite volume (FV-MLS) CAA solver which takes into account moving bodies into the propagation domain via a sliding mesh approach. Moon, 2006] .
Considering a small compressible perturbation
, the conservative LPCE system form is:
where
E E E and F F F are the flux vectors. S S S represents the source term produced by the base unsteady incompressible flow. The vector H H H contains the refraction terms. To take into account the grid motion, the governing equation is written in an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) setting. In other words, the grid velocity
Spatial discretization: A cell-centered finite volume (FV) method is used, on a triangular unstructured grid, to discretize this problem. Let's consider
The integration of (1) into a control volume V I gives:
Convective flux approximation: The integration of convective flux (2) is transformed by the use of divergence theorem to contour integration :
Therefore, the finite volume method lead to a Riemann problem for convective flux estimation at each integration point of inter-cell boundary S I . This problem is solved into two steps : First, for two adjacent cells (left and right), we extrapolate variables from the left centroid (L) and the right centroid (R) to a P -point at their interface, by a high order reconstruction described in the next section.
Secondly, the extrapolated left U U U (L)
P and right U U U (R)
P states at the edge integration point are used as input data for an approximate Riemann solver :
A Riemann solver in ALE setting: To solve this Riemann problem, Roe's approximate Riemann solver has been selected among other, to carry out the numerical simulations using moving grids :
whereẽ e e k andλ k are respectively the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of the Roe's matrix. α k represent the wave strengths along the eigenvector axes. One can notice that Roe's matrix eigenvalues take into account the grid motion, and thus they depend on grid velocity. For more detail information about the Roe's in ALE setting please check on Roe. [1981] and Trepanier et al. [1991] publications.
Temporal integration: Using MLS approximants (Eqn. (7)), a development of time derivative integration at the left side of Eqn. (2)) show us:
R R R I is the residual vector of cell I composed by the numerical integration of flux and source terms Eqn.(2). Finally, the general system to solve is:
M is called pseudo mass matrix which expresses the relationship between the I cells and their nearest neighbours and R is the residual term vector. The system (6) can be solved using implicit time scheme [Khelladi et al., 2011] . However, in order benefit from an optimized explicit Runge Kutta algorithm, the inverse of the sparse matrix M is computed by a fast pseudo inversion operation described by Foulquié et al. [2016] . The time integration is done using a Low Storage five-stage 4 th order explicit Runge-Kutta (LSERK ) method [Kennedy et al., 2000] . The main difficulty in extrapolating variables from the centroid to the Gauss node is to estimate the high order derivatives of Taylor's expansion. Moving Least Squares (MLS) approximation is a powerful tool to achieve this estimation. For each cell (I), a high-order representation of a variable u(x x x) in the vicinity of x I x I x I , is given by:
High order reconstruction using MLS approximation
x J ∈ Ω x x x I } is the stencil of the I cell (see Fig. 2 ).
is the shape function associated to J cell obtained by a weighted least-squares fitting procedure centred on
x I . And u J is the variable at the centroid of J cell. Thus, this representation of the solution is used to compute higher order derivatives. We refer the interested reader to Liu et al. [1997] and Cueto-Felgueroso et al. [2006, 2007] .
MLS-based sliding mesh interface
The sliding takes place on a line called interface. Note that in practice, the interface is composed of two coincident edges. One of them belongs to the fixed grid and the other one to the moving mesh. As the moving grid slides over the fixed grid, the mesh is no longer conformal at the interface.
Figure 2: Sliding mesh interface
Transfers through the interface: The information from one grid to another is transferred by an intersection approach. To illustrate it, let us consider a I cell on the interface: the flux at the interface edge of the I cell is split between the cell having an interface edge coincident. To compute the MLS approximation inside interface cells, only cells from the grid in which the cell is placed are taken in account. Since the grid rotates, this biased stencil formulation avoid both the search of neighbours and the computation of the MLS shape functions at each time step. This strategy which preserves the order of accuracy of the numerical scheme is detailed by Ramírez et al. [2015] and .
PROPAGATION IN A CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
The centrifugal blower has an impeller composed by forward-curved blades, mounted around a hub. The wheel is covered by a single volute, with an axial inlet and a tangential outlet which are straight. 
CAA numerical set-up
This numerical study is limited to a 2D-slice at the impeller middle span. It is a prelude toward full 3D simulations. However, this 2D model is qualitatively a relevant benchmark to experience our methodology. CAA domain: To make the CAA computations, the volute and impeller blades are considered fully reflexive. These moving parts are taken into account by a sliding mesh approach. As regards the outlet, a sponge zone, in which the spatial order is degraded to enforce dissipation, is added before imposing an absorbing boundary condition (Fig 3) . This absorbing BC is based on an up-winding technique used by Bernacki et al. [2006] to select only outgoing waves. This detail is not the purpose of this paper. So, the interested reader can refer to Nogueira et al. [2009] and Khelladi et al. [2011] .
Source modelling: In order to illustrate the potential of this methodology, the authors made the choice to start from a zero mean flow to prepare future computations on unsteady incompressible flows, as it is assumed by the LPCE formalism. So here the particular case of a zero mean flow is considered. In the centrifugal blower, it is assumed that the main noise contribution is due to the interaction between the volute tongue and the nearest blades as it is shown by in a similar numerical experiment. So here, a local acoustic source is considered at the volute tongue, first modelled analytically, secondly extracted from CFD.
CFD computations
CFD numerical setup The LPCE framework assumes an unsteady incompressible flow from which acoustical sources are computed then propagated. Moreover, Sanjose and Moreau [2012] have shown that only unsteady simulations can provide a realistic fan interaction with the volute tongue. This is why the authors achieved incompressible URANS computations, with the k-ω SST turbulence model with ANSYS Fluent, to describe the flow inside the blower. Regarding the boundary conditions, radial incoming velocity has been injected at the inlet which is equivalent to a mass-flow condition in a 2D incompressible framework. The volute and the impeller have been considered as no-slip walls. Downstream, a pressure outlet condition is imposed. (Fig 5a) . The amplitude of the pressure fluctuation which is represented in Fig 5b shows a central peak as expected at center of the volute tongue. This is the point presenting the most important radius of curvature. Then, the amplitude decrease rapidly away from this singular point. This is the reason why, as a first approximation, the authors considered acoustic sources concentrated around this point.
With regard to the frequency analysis, Fig 6 shows that the spectral behaviour of the pressure fluctuation is dominated by the Blade Passing Frequency (BPF) and its firsts harmonics, and the same spectral shape is noticed all around the volute tongue. The careful reader may remark frequency contents between the firsts BPF harmonics which can be attributed to viscous effects or to some convergence residuals.
Numerical results of the acoustical propagation 2.3.1 Preliminary study with an analytic source
First, the interaction between a blade i and the volute tongue is taken into account as an analytic overpressure that acts at a point M of the domain as:
where V and B i are respectively the volute tongue center and a blade leading edge position. A, α and β are coefficients which impact the amplitude and the characteristic range of the perturbation. The resulting contribution of N blades is obtained by a simple summation:
s (t). The acoustical field obtained by this approach is represented in Fig 7a. 
Local CFD-CAA coupling
CFD monosource approach: The second proposition is to extract pressure fluctuations from CFD, first at one single point of the volute tongue to inject it as input into the LPCE operator, so that we can compare this model to the analytical source one as it is represented in Fig 7 . The analytical source propagation leads qualitatively to equivalent results compared to the case of acoustical source from CFD. In fact, the two acoustical pressure fields obtained by these strategies are very similar. Figure 5 shows a clear similitude in terms of wave behaviour. Inside the blower the map of the wave length is represented in the same way in the two cases. The differences in amplitude could have been easily resolved by a best choice of the analytic source amplitude factor A, introduced in Eqn 8 but the authors did not seek the quantitative result, rather they put their efforts in other developments.
However, the authors bear in mind that this choice imposes a monopolar behaviour while this source is known to be dipolar (see Curle [1955] ). This is why a multi-source strategy has been implemented and presented in the next paragraph.
CFD multi-source approach: Toward a more realistic coupling, seven CFD sources distributed around the volute tongue are propagated in the CAA domain (Fig 8a) . The near-field dipole feature is this time clearly achieved since the sources present phase shifts linked to their different azimuthal positions. Obviously, the right source is excited by a blade in approach before the source at the left, depending on the rotation direction of the impeller.
In addition, short waves appears in the domain, mainly around the volute tongue. This waves are probably due to the unsteadiness of the blade wakes impacting the volute tongue. To evaluate the screen effect of the impeller, the previous multi-source model has been applied to the same geometry on which the impeller is removed. In other words, the same sources, produced by the interaction impellervolute, are propagated in the domain without impeller. This acoustical propagation is illustrated in Fig 8b. The outlet pressure RMS has been computed for both configurations and then compared in 9. The pressure RMS distribution along the outlet is marked by an important off-peak around the middle width, predictable by the acoustical pressure field. In fact, Fig 8, shows high pressure amplitudes near the outlet two walls, for both configurations, but more pronounced with the impeller.
Besides, the pressure RMS is globally lower without impeller. In this configuration, the volute acts as reflecting box almost closed, leading to more reflections and destructive interferences. On the other hand, the impeller acts as a wave guide limiting the reflections.
This brief discussion convinces the authors to carry out their efforts to take into account confinement and moving body effects in the acoustic computational domain (see Fig 10) , particularly for this type of engine. This local sources coupling is an important and necessary step. However, such a design reflects the physical problem quite poorly. In reality, the acoustical sources are distributed into the turbomachine, as well for the static and the moving parts. Nevertheless, a full coupling approach would show the domination of these sources in a volume in 3D, or a surface in 2D, covering the volute tongue. This is why a full CFD-CAA coupling, in which CFD sources and mean flow are considered for the whole computational domain, will be a focused priority.
CONCLUSION
Simulations of noise propagation inside a centrifugal blower have been proposed. The main numerical features of this methodology have been presented. An analytic source model has been explored before extracting sources directly from CFD computations to propagate them by the LPCE wave operator. These developments have qualitatively shown that confinement effects should not be neglected in this kind of configuration. Finally, it is trusted that this methodology is able to simulate the acoustic pressure field inside the blower. This study will initiate some outlooks regarding full CFD-CAA coupling of this near-field methodology. An extension to the outer boundaries of the computational domain with integral methods (FW& H, Kirchhoff,...) could be examined to estimate far-field sound pressure outside the engine.
